
Savings for your tribe or tribal organization 
offered exclusively through our 
TribalHub Associate Members! 

i3 Verticals Healthcare’s Medical Billing Software is a
flexible, robust solution for all specialties including

laboratories, hospital-based physicians, imaging centers,
and medical billing companies. i3 Verticals Healthcare
offers cloud and server-based solutions for billing and
revenue cycle management used by our nearly 30,000

providers nationwide.
 

LEARN MORE

Come see why Clutch is one of the fastest growing IT
Solution Companies in North America.

 
LEARN MORE

Check out Software Simplified's new MIP Fund
Accounting and Microix recorded demo's:

softsimp.com/mip-demos/. For a live demo (remote or
onsite), contact Vicki Shipman at vicki@softsimp.com. 

Can't wait to see everyone in Texas!!!
 

LEARN MORE

Land Scout is the platform used for streamlined project
management, clear communication, and secure data

analysis. It helps bring strategy to projects for yourself,
your team, and stakeholders. Land Scout is offering you
a 30 day free trial access to their integrated mapping

and project management system. 
 

LEARN MORE

As a tribally owned organization, the Tepa Companies take
the responsibility to preserve and enhance tribal traditions
and culture to heart. They believe in hiring, developing and
retaining skilled and passionate employees. Click below if

interested in working for a business with professional growth
opportunities.

 
LEARN MORE

Bring BROADBAND to your community with help from
industry leaders in feasibility, funding, engineering,

deployment, and cybersecurity. Start-to-FUTURE solutions
from professional, ethical experts you can trust.

 
LEARN MORE

Building the future of Broadband. CHR offers products and
services that enable better broadband. They specialize in

B/OSS Software solutions, Broadband Engineering
(including outside plant and network design), and Managed

IT and NOC services. 
 

LEARN MORE

Dasher Technologies, A Converge Company is your Value-
Added Resource. They are offering you 4 hours of IT
Professional Services at no cost. They can perform

Advanced Analytics, Datacenter, Networking, Cybersecurity
and Cloud Services leveraging their expert professionals.

Let’s form a Value-Added Relationship today! 
 

LEARN MORE

Named 2021's Security Microsoft Partner of the Year globally,
Bulletproof provides world-class IT security and compliance
solutions—helping strengthen businesses' security posture.
Bulletproof offers a range of solutions from Cybersecurity

Services and Managed Security Services while
demonstrating excellence in innovation and implementation of

end-to-end solutions.
 

LEARN MORE

Build your Private LTE Network with 
BLiNQ's Tower Starter Kit.

 
LEARN MORE

Carahsoft is The Trusted Government IT Solutions
Provider®, supporting Federal, State and Local Government

and Education and Healthcare organizations with IT products,
services and training through our partners and contracts.

 
LEARN MORE

Introducing ArcticCare 365 Cloud Managed Services –
Secure and optimize your organization by combining the

power of Microsoft 365 and Arctic IT’s team of experts and
engineers. It’s their mission to deliver operational security
and integrity 24/7, so your IT team can focus on delivering

services.
 

LEARN MORE

Your guide to hacking revenues!
 

LEARN MORE

Summit Partners would like to offer your team a free
network, security or infrastructure evaluation. 

Due diligence is critical to any IT roadmap, let Summit
Partners technical team provide a no obligation review of

your current environment.
 

LEARN MORE

Integrating data from multiple tribal departments helps
Tribes efficiently manage information for tribal services
and effectively administer those services. RiteTrack’s

security model allows tribes to define information that will
be shared and will be kept confidential between

departments. Register to see this innovative approach
firsthand. 

 
Register To View Recording

What do you get when you bring the cloud to your data?
Discover a new way to modernize and reach more of your

data. Hear more from Antonio Neri, President and
CEO, HPE.

If you’re concerned about ransomware and want to discuss
your backup and recovery strategy, have a quick chat with
Tarik Matthews. Just email tarik.matthews@veeam.com to

set up a time. And in appreciation of your time, they will send
you a $15 Amazon e-gift card! 

 
LEARN MORE
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